IBM Maximo® RCM Extension
Mitigate risk for asset-intensive organizations with Cohesive Solutions’
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) Extension for IBM Maximo, a
framework deployed in your Maximo environment, specifically
configured and designed to meet the needs of your organization.
Our RCM Extension can help you
prepare for the potential risk of
failure, providing the following
benefits:
•

Helps your organization
understand the possible
impact of failure

•

Operates completely in the
Maximo environment,
reducing IT footprint and
ensuring seamless upgrade to
future versions of Maximo

•

Drives higher ROI from asset
management technology

Enhance Maximo utilization by
answering the following questions
about an end user’s assets:

• What equipment is important
and why?
• How does it fail and what are
the consequences?
• What will be done to prevent
or mitigate the risk?
• What functionality failures
are likely to occur?
• How can the system capture
feedback on the effectiveness
of those actions?

Automate maintenance
optimization by closing
the work order feedback
loop. To support a
maintenance approach
that is both cost effective
and proactively managed,
companies need to make
informed decisions.
Through Maximo
configuration, the
deployment of advanced
maintenance strategies
such as Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis
(FMEA), Preventative
Maintenance Optimization
(PMO), and Reliability
Centered Maintenance
(RCM) are enabled.

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) for Maximo

RCM Features
Capturing Direct Feedback from Technicians
Technicians possess unique insights into asset conditions and
the effectiveness of work plans and preventative maintenance
(PM) tasks. Cohesive extends the Maximo framework to
leverage the experience of the technician, as well as enhancing
the client's infrastructure.

Automating Escalations and Workflow
Automating the escalation and prioritization of work simplifies

View our webinar on RCM Extensions for Maximo

on-going maintenance optimization and increases asset
reliability. Valuable resources are better utilized when
information is pushed to them, rather than having to mine the
data.

Introducing RCM capabilities for IBM Maximo
can:
• Address gaps in maintenance strategies
• Optimize preventative maintenance
• Reduce the risk of failures

Cohesive Solutions is a leading enterprise asset management consultant, certified
Gold Level IBM Business Partner and systems integrator. Cohesive Solutions provides
business transformation and consulting services that enable organizations to achieve
higher asset ROI as well as deliver a unique performance management solution,
Propel, that unlocks hidden potential while aligning business performance goals.
Since 1990 Cohesive Solutions has provided world class services to North American
organizations.
Learn more at www.Cohesivesolutions.com.
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